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Black-grass pre-em programme – make it count 
After a challenging season in 2019/20, getting wheat off to the best possible start is the priority this autumn. 

On fields where black-grass and other grass weeds are causing problems, farmers need to persist with the strategy that 
worked until last autumn’s wash-out. Delay drilling wheat until at least mid-October and apply a robust pre-emergence 
herbicide within 48 hours to get the best result. With so many products to choose from at the pre-em timing, it is important 
to focus on getting the best control rather than making a small saving. Liberator (flufenacet + diflufenican) has been the 
bedrock of pre-emergence programmes for a number of years and is still the most reliable option. 

“Farmers will know there is always some variability in pre-em performance, but our trials show Liberator outperforming 
copycat products 65% of the time,” says Bayer’s Darren Adkins. “In trials, we find that Liberator typically gives 5–10% 
better black-grass control for a small difference in price.”  

The reason for the differences is that the active substances in a product are only part of the story. A good formulation allows 
the actives to reach the target. Bayer has a team working specifically on formulation from the early stages in an active’s 
development, this means they have an excellent understanding of what is needed. For soil acting herbicide such as Liberator, 
the formulation needs to allow the herbicide to take effect immediately after application but also provide residual coverage. 
Poorer formulations may have too much early activity and less residual activity or vice-versa. 

“We have comparisons between the formulation characteristics of Liberator versus generics,” says Mr Adkins. Some 
generic formulations had large particle size which could lead to blockages in filters, particularly after storage. There were 
also issues with suspensibility in some formulations – how evenly the active is distributed when mixed with water – which 
could lead to uneven spray coverage.” 

The final step in delivering the active to the target is spray timing and technique. Liberator performs best when applied at 
the true pre-em timing within 48 hours of drilling to a well consolidated seedbed that has a little moisture so the 
flufenacet can move to the rooting zone. 

Experience using ferric phosphate in place of 
metaldehyde is demonstrating just how 
effective the best product can be, even in wet 
weather. 

Growers using Ferrex, a lentil-shaped bait 
manufactured to be rain and moisture stable, have 
been particularly pleased with its performance.   

Jamie Gemmill, who farms on relatively heavy land 
near Thaxted in Essex, applied Ferrex last autumn 
when there was scarcely more than one dry day 
between the rain and when slugs were active and the 
population was set to grow. He was pleased with the 
result: 

“On land where we were growing wheat after oilseed 
rape slugs could have been a big problem. 
Conditions were wet but the Ferrex lentils proved 
very stable and did not go mouldy. Unlike 
metaldehyde, ferric phosphate does not give you the 
satisfaction of having dead slugs on the surface to 
count but we were satisfied the bait was doing its job. 

“I also found it easy to apply. Initially I broadcast at 
12 metres using a single spinner Fan Jet applicator 
but I found it worked perfectly well on the 24 metre 
setting and gave a good number of baiting points. I 
have used a different brand of ferric phosphate 
previously but Ferrex works well and offers good 
value.” 

Manufacturer Sipcam holds data from around 50 
trials in seven European countries. Trial results 
demonstrate the benefits of the slim biting edge of 
the lentils which aid juvenile slug control. The 
patented extrusion process also ensures the Ferrex 
lentil is uniform in size, weight and shape. Colour 
retention, even in the wet, aids accurate monitoring. 

Independently evaluated 
Ferrex is available in the East and South from CROPCO. Managing Director John Poulton has been assessing its 
effectiveness with the help of independent agronomists across the region: 

“We have excellent feedback from a number of agronomists. They have confirmed its stability and longevity in damp 
or even wet conditions and based on their reports we expect it will be widely used over the coming season,” he stated. 

What is Ferrex? 
Ferrex is a palatable and dust-free lentil-shaped bait 
containing 2.5% w/w of anhydrous ferric phosphate (3.1% 
w/w hydrous ferric phosphate). Application rate is 6 kg/ha, 
which provides a large number of baiting points at around 
60-66 baits/m2. Each bait is approximately 3 mm in
diameter. The combination of optimum bait size and low
volume application rate make Ferrex easy to spread.
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Another Potential Award Winner! 
After last year’s success of Becci Berry, being shortlisted for a 
Farmers Weekly award 2019 in the “Dairy Farmer of the Year” 
category, congratulations now go another member, namely Robert 
Mallett, Northleaze Farm, Highworth, who has also been 
shortlisted as one of the three finalists, for the same award. We 
wish him all the very best in the final judging process.  

Compound Feed 
The new tender year for compound feed starts on the 1st 
September and for this period, the tender has been awarded to two 
suppliers. Mole Valley Feed Solutions have been awarded the 
tender to supply members south of the M40 and ForFarmers have 
been awarded the tender to supply members north of the M40. 

Feed & Livestock Section Cefetra August Market Update 
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Worth a Call 
Whilst several members prefer to place their 
orders for products directly with a specific 
supplier, prices for feed supplements, fats, 
minerals and molasses are all held here at the 
office from several suppliers. On occasions, the 
identical product ordered by a member directly 
from a supplier can be sourced cheaper if that 
phone call was made to the office where it will 
be placed with the most competitive supplier. By 
placing the order through the office, there’s also 
the added benefit that should a problem arise with 
the delivery, it can be resolved by Joe, rather than 
the extra inconvenience of having to sort it out 
yourself. 

Chemicals Section 
Cefetra full weekly report from 28/07/20 is available in 
the Orion online Newsletter. For more information on 
the Cefetra Market Update, the unique contracts Cefetra 
have available and the Great Tew Partnership, contact 
Richard Carlisle, Tel: 07712 325 197, Office Tel: 01963 
362 989, Email: carlisle@cefetra.co.uk  

Key Points
• Wheat – so much opportunity to add value to any wheat

crop. Nothing is just feed!
• Book premiums on milling wheats over feed – no

defaults on quality this way (£170.00 feed Nov/Dec plus
no max premiums).

• Cefetra have a large commitment for August 20 as
available Group1’s - £187.00 ex farm to a mill or
£187.00 delivered to Great Tew where any problems can
be sorted!!

• Everything delivered to store can be tested, graded,
blended and dried if quality a little unsure about. G1’S,
G3’S Hards, Low protein all can be taken in locally.

• Barley – mostly will be feed.
• Oats, prices look excellent from feed to Milling and in

between. Again can be blended locally to add value and
can be taken as available to port or store.

• OSR – prices better, BUT another Corona 19 outbreak
worldwide, we could be back at £300/tonne very
quickly. (Can be taken as available unpriced to store).

Acorn Timber – Holiday Closure 
Notice 

Acorn will be closing for 2 weeks, from 5pm 
on Friday 14th Aug to 8am on Tuesday 1st 
Sept. 

We apologise for any inconvenience this may 
cause but decided all to take holiday at the 
same time rather than stagger holidays, given 
the current Covid situation. Acorn Timber 

For more details on any matter raised in the Feed & 
Livestock section, please contact Joe in the office: 
Joe Cobb, Feed & Livestock Manager 
01865 393 139 

Avadex Excel 
If you plan to use Avadex Excel this Autumn and 
are able to take delivery of product during the 
months of August and September, Orion have in 
place a deferred payment - member account 
November.  Please ring Shelley (01865 393 135) 
or John (01865 393 131) for further details. 

Market Prices as at 28/07/20

Cefetra Farmer Online Portal
*** Important – Get Signed Up *** 

The Cefetra farmer online Portal is now available 
which allows you to view your contracts, fixings, 
weights, invoices, and also, importantly now your 
sample results. You can also print out contracts and 
invoices for your records. 

If you wish to have access, please let us know and 
we will arrange for an editable PDF to be emailed to 
you. Once you have signed and returned this, we 
will provide you your username and password. We 
will happily talk you through how to use it
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Ex Farm Values Feed Wheat (indicative) Feed Barley (indicative) OSR (indicative)

Aug 20 as available £165-£166 £125 Please ask £330 Please ask

Sep-20 £166-£168 £125-£128 £334

Nov-20 £168-£170 £130 just £340

Harvest-21 £142 Please ask £130 n/a

Nov-21 £148-£150 £132 Please ask n/a

Oats as available feed: £120 for export
Milling 52kgs winters: £147
50kgs as available £130 d/d to store, £140 October
Please ask about Oats for Harvest and Oct-Dec; a lot of options


